AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY (ASBMB)
CAREER DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP AT
CINCINNATI CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER &
THE UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI

March 19, 2013

8:00 – 8:30 am  Registration at Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center (S1.203-4)

8:30 – 10:00 am  Academia and Education Speakers and Panel Discussion

  8:30 - 8:50 am  Rob Kallmeyer, PhD
                   Assistant Professor, Liberal Arts & Sciences
                   The Christ College of Nursing and Health Sciences

  8:50 – 9:10 am  Sue McDowell, PhD
                   Associate Professor, Dept of Biology
                   Director of the Biotechnology Program
                   Ball State University

  9:10 – 9:30 am  Brad Homoelle, PhD
                   Science Teacher (AP Chemistry/Physics)
                   St. Xavier High School

  9:30 – 10:00 am  Panel Discussion

10:00 – 10:15 am  Break

10:15 – 11:30 am  Industry and Scientific Writing Speakers and Panel Discussion

  10:15 – 10:35 am  Kathy Crable, PhD
                   Senior Medical Writer
                   Ledell, Inc.

  10:35 – 10:55 am  Maisha Gray Diggs, PhD
                   Manager, R&D Strategic Recruitment
                   Procter & Gamble
10:55 – 11:15 am  HsiuChiung (Ginnie) Yang, PhD
Eli Lilly and Company
Research Advisor, Endo/CV Division

11:15 – 11:45 am  Panel Discussion

11:45 – 12:30 pm  Lunch, Keynote Speaker and Roundtable Discussions

11:45 – 12:00 pm  Pick up lunch

12:00 – 12:30 pm  Keynote Speaker

“From Postdoc to PI: making the right moves”

Dan Starczynowski, PhD
Assistant Professor of Pediatrics
Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center

12:30 – 1:15 pm  Roundtable Discussions with Panel Participants
(Drs. Crable, Diggs, Homoelle, McDowell, Robinson, Tepe, and Yang)

1:15 – 1:30 pm  Break

1:30 – 2:40 pm  Intellectual Property/Technology Transfer Speakers & Panel Discussion

1:30 – 1:50 pm  Niki Robinson, PhD
Assistant Vice President
Center for Technology Commercialization
Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center

1:50 – 2:10 pm  Nicole Tepe, PhD., JD
Frost, Brown Todd LLC

2:10 – 2:40 pm  Panel Discussion

2:40 – 3:00 pm  Break

3:00 – 4:00 pm  Workshops (rooms S1.203-4, S6.125 and S8.125)

Teaching Portfolios  Robert Kallmeyer, PhD
Individual Development Plans and Mentoring  Susa Wells, PhD
Sandra Degen, PhD
Negotiation Skills  Tom DeWitt, MD
CV/Resume review  Cindy Bachurski, PhD
Edith Markoff, PhD